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I. INTRODUCTION

In August 2000, an old, industrial brownfield lot at Kendall Square

in Cambridge, Massachusetts began a transformation. Rising above the

site, a LEED1 certified platinum building now sits, housing the corporate

headquarters of Genzyme. This new building is part of a larger urban

revitalization project for the Kendall Square neighborhood.2 The trend is

not limited to Cambridge. Across the country, in Portland, Oregon, 409

blighted acres of former industrial and commercial shipping business

along the south waterfront are transformed into a green, urban

neighborhood.3 The revitalized neighborhood, and former brownfield, is

reconnected to the city center.

Brownfields are “real property, the expansion, redevelopment, or

reuse of which may be complicated by the presence of a hazardous

substance, pollutant, or contaminant.”4 Cleanup and reuse of brownfields

“protects the environment, reduces blight, and takes development pressure

off greenspaces and working lands.”5 Residential property values can

increase between 5-12.8 percent after brownfields cleanup.6 Additionally,

many brownfields are located within existing infrastructure, promoting

urban revitalization in a cost-effective manner.7 Brownfield cleanup and

redevelopment contributes to job growth and an increased tax base,

combats crime, and reduces pollution.8 It is estimated that there are more

than 450,000 brownfield sites in the United States.9

In 2002, the Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields

Revitalization Act (the “Brownfield Amendments”) was enacted. The

stated purpose of the Act was to “provide relief … from liability under the

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability

Act [CERCLA] of 1980, and to amend such act to promote the cleanup



1. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design, U.S. GREEN BLDG. COUNCIL,

www.usgbc.org/leed (last visited Apr. 12, 2014).

2. Genzyme Center: Innovative Building for an Innovative Co., GENZYME CENTER,

www.genzymecenter.com/pdf/genzctr_background.pdf (last visited Oct. 1, 2014).

3. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, EPA 560-F-12-013: BROWNFIELDS at a GLANCE

(2012), available at http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/success/portland_or_caruthers_brag.pdf.

4. 42 U.S.C. § 9601(39) (2006).

5. Brownfields and Land Revitalization, EPA.GOV, http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/index.html

(last updated Sept. 26, 2014).

6. Id.

7. For more information on the impact of brownfields, see Infra. III.B.

8. Id.

9. EPA.GOV, supra, note 5. Some estimates put this number between 600,000 and 1,000,000.

See S. REP. NO. 107-244, at 2 (2002).
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and reuse of brownfields[.]”10 The amendments added an important

provision that sought to protect certain parties from CERCLA liability,

and became known as the Bona Fide Prospective Purchaser (BFPP)

defense. This defense would shield against liability as a potentially

responsible party (PRP) under CERCLA for developers acquiring

contaminated real property after January 11, 2002.11 This defense requires

the purported BFPP to establish eight criteria by a preponderance of the

evidence.12 One of the BFPP defense’s eight criteria requires showing an

exercise of “appropriate care with … hazardous substances … by taking

reasonable steps to” stop additional releases of hazardous substances, and

preventing or limiting exposure of the hazardous substances to humans,

the environment, or natural resources after acquiring the property.13

Prior to the amendments, the main defense against PRP liability was

for a party to claim status as an innocent landowner.14 This defense

required the party to show an exercise of “due care” by a preponderance

of the evidence with respect to the release or threat of release of any

hazardous substance.15 There was little to no explanation at the time of the

Amendments as to whether “appropriate care” and “due care” impose

different standards of care.

In 2013, the Fourth Circuit became the first federal appellate court to

interpret the scope of “appropriate care” under CERCLA’s BFPP defense

in a reported case. The Court held in PCS Nitrogen v. Ashley II that Ashley

II, the current owner of a portion of a former fertilizer facility, failed to

establish a BFPP defense for liability exemption.16 The Court affirmed the

District Court’s holding that Ashley II was a PRP through its failure to

establish a number of the eight criteria for the BFPP defense, including the

exercise of appropriate care.17 In doing so, the Court rejected Ashley II’s

argument that appropriate care was a lesser standard than due care. The

Court speculated that appropriate care might even be a higher standard

than due care, but ultimately held it to be at least as stringent as due care.18

The Fourth Circuit’s holding reflects a poor policy choice in light of

the stated goals of the Brownfield Amendments. In order to incentivize the

10. Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act, Pub. L. No. 107-118,

115 Stat. 236 (2002) (emphasis added).

11. 42 U.S.C. § 9607(r)(1) (2002).

12. 42 U.S.C. § 9601(40)(A)-(H) (2002).

13. 42 U.S.C. § 9601(40)(D) (2002).

14. 42 U.S.C. § 9607(b) (2002).

15. 42 U.S.C. § 9607(b) (2002).

16. PCS Nitrogen v. Ashley II, 714 F.3d 161 (4th Cir. 2013).

17. Id.

18. Id.
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redevelopment of brownfields, the Environmental Protection Agency, or

Congress, should redefine the standard of care as one that imposes less

stringent duties on the prospective purchaser than due care. Appropriate

care should require the party asserting the BFPP defense to take the

minimal steps necessary to prevent imminent releases, cut off exposure

pathways, and stabilize existing conditions when these modest, immediate

measures could prevent the conditions from worsening. An appropriate

care standard that is less stringent than due care better effectuates the

policy goals of the Amendments and redevelopment of contaminated

properties in general. A lower standard for appropriate care is also

reflective of the quasi-utilitarian approach of many federal environmental

statutes.

If no action is taken to change the standard for imposing liability,

developers may be less inclined to undertake voluntary redevelopment of

contaminated properties if the risk of becoming liable as a PRP is uncertain

and not well defined.19 A different standard can act as yet another tool to

encourage private developers to take on redevelopment of brownfields

and, consequently, can provide economic benefits to the local community,

help reduce urban blight and urban sprawl, and protect greenfields.20 For

the foregoing reasons, the better policy choice for promoting

redevelopment of brownfields, and consequently lowering the brownfield

inventory, is a duty of care that is less than the due care standard under

CERCLA.

First, a brief discussion of PCS Nitrogen v. Ashley II will be used as

an entry point to examine the appropriate care standard under the BFPP

defense in CERCLA. Second, background on CERCLA liability schemes

and the Brownfields Amendments will be provided. Third, an argument

will be made in support of a lesser standard for appropriate care using the

history of the Brownfields Program and the Amendments, the need to

incentivize development of brownfields, and how a different standard is

harmonious with other environmental statutes in the United States. Along

with that discussion, limitations to this proposal’s incentivizing of

brownfields development will also be discussed. Finally, this paper will

address counterarguments to this new, proposed standard of care.



19. That party would lack knowledge sufficient to know the extent and thoroughness of cleanup

it must conduct at each stage of the redevelopment after acquisition of the facility.

20. A “greenfield” is simply land that is undeveloped. Unlike a brownfield, greenfield

development occurs on undeveloped land. See Greenfield, MERRIAM WEBSTER, http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/greenfield (last visited October 25, 2014).
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II. THE CASE: PCS NITROGEN V. ASHLEY II

In PCS Nitrogen v. Ashley II, the Fourth Circuit became the first

federal court to interpret the scope of “appropriate care” under the BFPP

defense. Understandably, developers and environmental lawyers watched

this case closely because of the liability ramifications.21

The case involved the current site owner, Ashley II (Ashley),

bringing a cost recovery action against PCS Nitrogen, Inc. for costs it

incurred in hazardous waste cleanup at a former fertilizer-manufacturing

site.22 It was not disputed that Ashley incurred cleanup costs of hazardous

substances.23 The two parties disputed which one was liable as potentially

responsible parties (PRP) for cleanup costs of the hazardous wastes at the

site.24 The district court, in a bifurcated trial, held PCS Nitrogen as a PRP

in the first trial.25 Along with other parties, Ashley was also found liable

as a PRP and was allocated a portion of the response costs.26 Ashley

appealed the ruling.

At the first trial, the district court found that Ashley failed to establish

a number of the eight required criteria for the defense.27 The district court

held that Ashley’s failure to clean, fill, and cap sumps as well as remove,

monitor, or adequately address certain debris resulting from the demolition

of structures on site did not constitute “appropriate care.”28 Ashley’s own

expert admitted that the sumps should have been filled a year before they

actually were, and this delay was not the action that a “similarly situated

reasonable and prudent person would have taken.”29

On appeal, the Court reviewed Ashley’s BFPP defense. In particular,

the issue of whether Ashley exercised “appropriate care with respect to

hazardous substances found at the facility by taking reasonable steps to (i)

stop any continuing release; (ii) prevent any threatened future release; and



21. 4th Circuit Hears Oral Argument on Ashley II Case, SCHNAPF LLC (Jan. 4, 2013),

www.environmental-law.net/2013/01/4th-circuit-hears-oral-argument-on-ashley-ii-case/.

22. PCS Nitrogen v. Ashley II, 714 F.3d 161, 167 (4th Cir. 2013) [hereafter, “Ashley II”].

23. Id. at 172.

24. Id. at 167.

25. Id. The original operator of the ammonia and fertilizer plant at the site was Columbia

Nitrogen Corporation (“Old CNC”). “New CNC” was a corporation that purchased the plant on June

30, 1966. PCS Nitrogen, through a series of mergers and acquisitions, was a successor to New CNC.

PCS Nitrogen was a PRP by virtue of being a successor to New CNC. Id. at 169-73.

26. Id.

27. Id. at 180-81.

28. Id. at 180.

29. Id. at 181 (citing New York v. Lashins Arcade Co., 91 F.3d 353, 361 (2nd Cir. 1996)

(deciding whether a party “took all precautions with respect to the particular waste that a similarly

situated reasonable and prudent person would have taken in light of all relevant facts and

circumstances.”)).
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(iii) prevent or limit human, environmental, or natural resource exposure

to any previously released hazardous substance.”30 Ashley reiterated the

argument presented at trial that courts should apply a lesser standard of

care under appropriate care than due care.31 Ashley supported its

contention based on the purposes of the Brownfields Amendments, which

was to promote voluntary cleanup of contaminated property.32 Ashley

argued that “landowners will not undertake voluntary brownfields

redevelopment for fear of becoming fully liable for cleanup costs as a

result of minor mistakes that may not even contribute to harm at the

facility.”33

In the end, the Court rejected Ashley’s argument and upheld the

District Court’s ruling. The Court’s reasoning compared the “reasonable

steps” requirement found in both the innocent landowner defense and the

BFPP defense.34 The Court, relying on an Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) guidance document, held that appropriate care was at least

as stringent as due care.35 According to the EPA guidance, the “reasonable

steps” required under appropriate care is “consonant with traditional

common law principles and the existing CERCLA ‘due care’

requirements.”36 These “reasonable steps,” according to the Court,

required Ashley to fill the sumps earlier than it did in order to “prevent any

threatened future release.”37

Interestingly, the Court speculated that the BFPP appropriate care

mandate might require a higher standard of care than due care under the

innocent landowner defense.38 Logic, the Court reasoned, would suggest

that a landowner or developer acquiring property that is known to be

contaminated with hazardous substances should be held to a higher

standard of care.39 By contrast, an innocent landowner, who, by definition,

is not aware of the presence of hazardous substances prior to acquisition

of the facility, should be held to the lower standard.40

30. Id. at 180 (citing 42 U.S.C. § 9601(40)(D) (2002)).

31. Id. at 180.

32. Id.

33. Id.

34. Id.

35. Id.

36. Id. (citing Interim Guidance Regarding Criteria Landowners Must Meet in Order to Qualify

for Bona Fide Prospective Purchaser, Contiguous Property Owner, or Innocent Landowner

Limitations on CERCLA Liability, U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY (Mar. 6, 2003),

http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/common-elem-guide.pdf.

37. Supra note 22, at 181.

38. Id. at 180.

39. Id.

40. Id.
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While the Court likely reached the correct holding in light of EPA

guidance and the facts of the case41, a standard for appropriate care that is

more stringent than due care is inapposite to the purposes of the

Brownfields Amendments and the BFPP defense.42 Ashley correctly notes

that a higher standard of care, or simply a lack of clear limits on what

implicates liability, undermines the goals of the Amendments and

discourages redevelopment of brownfields.43

III. CERCLA, THE BROWNFIELDS PROGRAM, AND THE BROWNFIELD

AMENDMENTS

A. The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and

Liability Act (CERCLA) provides a federal statutory mechanism for the

response, cleanup, and imposition of liability for hazardous waste sites and

emergency releases of hazardous substances.44 CERCLA permits the EPA

and other entities to clean up sites and seek out PRPs for costs when the

PRP either fails to clean up the contamination or cannot be located.45

CERCLA imposes strict liability, joint and several.46 The legal

classification of Potentially Responsible Parties (PRPs) covers a broad

category of individuals, including an owner and operator of a facility and

any person “who by contract, agreement, or otherwise arrange for disposal

… of hazardous substances[.]”47

Ordinarily, a prospective purchaser with knowledge of the

contamination is liable as a PRP once it acquires the property because it

now owns or operates a contaminated facility (e.g., a brownfield).

Additionally, under CERCLA’s strict liability scheme, the real estate



41. The District Court of South Carolina found that Ashley failed to establish by the

preponderance of the evidence another of the eight criteria for the BFPP defense. Specifically, Ashley

did not show sufficient evidence that no disposals occurred at the site after Ashley’s acquisition of the

facility. See Ashley II of Charleston, LLC v. PC Nitrogen, Inc., 791 F. Supp.2d 431, 499 (D.S.C.

2011).

42. Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act, Pub. L. No. 107-118,

115 Stat. 236 (2002).

43. Ashley II, 714 F.3d at 167.

44. Summary of CERCLA (Superfund), EPA.GOV, (Mar. 16, 2014), www.epa.gov/lawsregulations/summary-comprehensive-environmental-response-compensation-and-liability-act;

42

U.S.C. §§ 9601-9614 (1980).

45. Id.

46. United States v. Monsanto Co., 858 F.2d 160, 167, 171-72 (4th Cir. 1988).

47. 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a) (1991).
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transaction through which the BFPP acquires the brownfield may

constitute a “contract” by which the purchaser becomes a PRP.

B. The Brownfields Program: pre-Amendments

The EPA Brownfields Program started in 1995 as a means to

“empower states, communities, and other stakeholders in economic

redevelopment to work together in a timely manner to prevent, assess,

safely clean up, and sustainably reuse brownfields.”48 The EPA sought to

encourage brownfield development through a number of different

mechanisms, including providing grant money to local governments.49

Additionally, the EPA sought to encourage private development through

the use of Prospective Purchaser Agreements (PPAs).50 The PPAs were

negotiated between the agency and private parties and included a covenant

not to sue the prospective purchaser of the brownfield.51 Without a PPA,

a private developer risked liability through a number of ways, including

merely being an owner or a party to a real estate transaction.52 CERCLA’s

uncertain liability scheme is recognized as a major deterrent to potential

investors in brownfields.53 The PPAs were criticized as being ineffective

and cumbersome because they were subject to public comment and closely

scrutinized by the EPA, thus leading to lengthy delays in finalization.54

The PPAs were project-specific,55 thus tying up agency and developer

resources for each proposed project.

However, PPAs were largely the only means by which a private

developer could mitigate the disincentives and risks associated with



48.

Basic

Information,

Brownfields

and

Land

Revitalization,

EPA.GOV,

www.epa.gov/brownfields/basic_info.htm (last updated July 16, 2012).

49. Id.

50. Announcement and Publication of Guidance on Agreements With Prospective Purchasers of

Contaminated Property and Model Prospective Purchaser Agreement, 60 Fed. Reg. 34732, 3479234798 (July 3, 1995), available at www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-1995-07-03/pdf/95-16282.pdf.

51. Id.

52. 42 U.S.C. § 9607(a) (1991).

53. Flannary P. Collins, The Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act:

A Critique, 13 DUKE ENVTL. L. &amp; POL'Y F. 303 (2003) (citing 147 CONG. REC. S3,879, S3,892 (daily

ed. Apr. 25, 2001) (statement of Sen. Boxer)).

54. Casey Cohn, The Brownfields Revitalization and Environmental Restoration Act: Landmark

Reform or a “Trap for the Unwary”?, 12 N.Y.U. ENVTL. L.J. 672, 679-80 (2004). See also Gregory

D. Trimarche, Commentary, CERCLA’s New Prospective Purchaser Defense, 23 NO. 9 ANDREWS

HAZARDOUS WASTE LITIG. REP. 12 (2002) (discussing a number of the criteria that was required

before a PPA was approved, including a substantial likelihood of federal response at the site, the PPA

had to result in a “substantial public benefit,” the development could not exacerbate any existing

contamination, and others.).

55. Gregory D. Trimarche, Commentary, CERCLA’s New Prospective Purchaser Defense, 23

NO. 9 ANDREWS HAZARDOUS WASTE LITIG. REP. 12 (2002).
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brownfield redevelopment.56 Without a PPA covenant not to sue, a private

developer could become liable without contributing any contamination at

the site.57 Consequently, these PPAs did not have the desired effect of

increasing and incentivizing development of brownfields. Developers

might, instead, seek to develop on greenfields.58

Greenfields

development, in turn, increases urban sprawl and reduces tax revenues to

the municipality.59 One author notes that this issue raises environmental

justice concerns as well, due to the fact that abandoned or unused

brownfields are usually located in economically depressed communities.60

The EPA, faced with the administrative burden of negotiating PPAs and

the desire to encourage brownfield redevelopment, supported legislative

action to address these problems.61

C. The Brownfields Amendments

In 2002, President Bush signed the Small Business and Brownfields

Revitalization Act into law.62 The law’s purpose is to “provide certain

relief for small businesses from liability under [CERCLA], and to amend

such Act to promote the cleanup and reuse of brownfields[.]”63 This law

amended portions of CERCLA, and notably, clarified certain liability

defenses, including the addition of the BFPP liability defense.64

The Senate, in committee discussions on the proposed amendment,

reported general findings of fact that included estimates of between

600,000 and 1,000,000 brownfield sites in the U.S.65 Greenfields faced

increased development pressures in rural areas as prospective purchasers

sought to avoid CERCLA liability associated with brownfields.66 The

presence of brownfields in urban areas causes blight and increased

56. Collins, supra note 53, at 309.

57. Id.

58. Collins, supra note 53, at 303.

59. Id.

60. Id. (discussing the problem of “mothballing” properties, i.e., leaving sites unremediated).

61. See infra Part IV.B. See also Trimarche, supra note 55 (stating that “To a large extent, the

new prospective purchaser defense is simply an outgrowth of the EPA’s old administrative policy on

prospective purchaser agreements… as anyone who has negotiated a PPA can attest, these projectspecific PPAs were quite cumbersome to negotiate, and often created as many problems as they

solved”).

62. Laws &amp; Statutes, Brownfields, EPA.GOV, http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/laws/index.htm

(last updated July 16, 2012); Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act, Pub.

L. No. 107-118, 115 Stat. 2356 (2002).

63. Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act, Pub. L. No. 107-118,

115 Stat. 2356 (2002) (emphasis added).

64. Id.; 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601(40) (2002), 9607(q)(1)(C) (2002).

65. S. REP. NO. 107-244, at 2 (2002).

66. Id.
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